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BattSwap Inc.  

 
Radek Janků 

 

www.battswap.com 

radek.janku@battswap.com 

 

 

 

BattSwap brings instant energy recovery for electric cars 

At BattSwap, we solve problems of today's world and find appropriate solutions that make car 

transportation better for society, the environment and economy. We want to disrupt 

automotive industry in favor of electric vehicles and achieve 50% car to be electric in much 

shorter time period. BattSwap designed unique technology for fast and cheap battery swap for 

EVs providing instant energy recovery. BattSwap tailored appropriate solution based on 40Y of 

experience in industrial automation. The market explores new opportunity of battery swapping 

for automated self-driving cars. BattSwap implementation will accelerate the market of electric 

and self-driving electric vehicles. 

http://www.battswap.com/
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Elbee Mobility  

 
Ladislav Brázdil, Jr. 
 

www.elbeemobility.com   
ladislav.brazdil@elbee.cz 

  

 
 

Elbee Mobility is a family owned enterprise based in the Czech Republic 

  

It offers complex services in product design including R&D, prototype manufacture, testing, 

approvals, piece and small series production, serial production, assembly and quality control. 

Elbee Mobility can offer a “turnkey solution” in designing a new product.  

The most important and most advanced project that Elbee Mobility has brought to life is the 

worldwide unique Elbee vehicle. Apart from the services already listed, it involves high 

expertise in disabled driver adaptations, machining, welding, stamping, surface treatment, own 

tool shop, etc.  

Elbee Mobility is therefore mainly known as the manufacturer of the Elbee vehicle, which is 

specially designed for the wheelchair users and the disabled. Formerly a division of the mother 

company ZLKL, it is now an independent subject specialising in vehicle development and 

production, other CAD/CAM designing, prototyping and piece (unit, jobbing) production.  

 

 

 

 

 

Neuron soundware  

 
Pavel Konečný 
 

www.neuronsw.com 

pavel.konecny@neuronsw.com 
 

 

 

Neuron soundware is making sense of sound  

The team of machine learning experts is building a framework of neural networks to 

understand, learn from and process sounds. The technology allows to diagnose and predict the 

technical problems in heavy machinery, car engines, turbines or air conditioning systems 

among much else. That allows to optimise the machinery maintenance. The algorithms can run 

on on-board computation unit or can be directly integrated into the machines. 
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Sewio  

 
Milan Šimek  
  

www.sewio.net 

simek@sewio.net 

 

 

Sewio is Czech based company delivering Enterprise Location Platform for 
digitization-driven business in global scope 

By highly precise digitization of movement and rich data analytics we bring completely 

new enterprise level of understanding of work-flow processes across the broad array of 

disciplines. We optimize flow of intra-logistics in manufacturing, reduce staff injuries, 

observe behavior of customer to increase profit of retail or boost performance of sport 

teams by analyzing details of their movement during game.  

We do it by delivering easily scalable and highly precise Enterprise Location Platform 

combining Ultra Wide Band radio technology with cutting-edge software analyses. Since 

digitization plays a crucial role in revolutionizing of future manufacturing referred to as 

Industry 4.0 revolution, our Enterprise Location Platform thus became one of key 

technologies enabling this ideas to become reality. Join us and be part of Future of 

Digitization. 

 

 

Sindiko  

 
Ondřej Bratinka 
 

www.sindiko.com,  www.take-

place.com 

bratinka@sindiko.com 
 

 

Sindiko is a specialist in mobile technologies and business intelligence 

Its parent company, Takeplace, is a leading innovator in mobile development and mobile 

technologies integration into business systems. With 13 years of experience in multiple fields, 

such as energetics, event management and sales, its solutions significantly improve managing, 

organizing and operating processes. 

Sindiko is a mobile and server application for field work management which allowes real-time 

data transition between head office and workers. Everything they need is in their mobile device. 

Sindiko implementation leads to higher workforce productivity, advanced process management 

and paperless agenda. The app collects field data, which enables better planning, organizing 

and predicting. 

 

This project has been funded with support from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic. 


